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The session has flown from a general reflection about the challenges and
opportunities of participation in the current Brazilian context to the sharing of a
specific and very interesting experience, the Citizens’ Assembly of Francisco
Morato.

Bringing the feminist, youth and peripheral movements, experiences and
strategies, Olivia and Cleber have provoked the discussion about inclusive, plural
and horizontal forms of political and collective action.

Mariah shared the trajectory and numbers achieved with the digital participatory
democracy in Niteroi, as well as the challenges to further inclusion and
representativity.

With a different and complementary approach, the potential of Citizens’
Assemblies were presented and discussed by Maira and Ildo Gusmão, based on
the Brazilian CA’s experiences of “Decidadania: o clima na pauta legislativa”
program.
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Good quality government and political decision depend on participatory combined
with deliberative processes that assure at the same time deeper, larger, horizontal
and more inclusive citizenship wisdom.
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Further exchange and collaboration among different formats and approaches of
citizen participation to build common understanding about the most promising
“mixs” for democratic cities.


